All-Electric Fracturing
REDUCING EMISSIONS AND COST

Fully Powered
Electric Frac Site
REDUCES
EMISSIONS
UP TO

45%
COMPARED TO
CONVENTIONAL
OPERATIONS

During the development phase, well completion and stimulation represent 60–70
percent of capital cost. The diesel fuel required for these operations contributes
a considerable amount to this cost, which, historically, has been upward of USD
1.2 million per month – and fracturing pumps consume the most fuel on location.
With capital efficiency and emissions at top of mind for both service companies
and operators, many oil and gas companies are looking to go electric.
Halliburton offers the industry’s first all-electric frac site to reduce fuel costs
and lower overall emissions. This all-electric location, featuring the new Zeus™
electric fracturing pumping unit, can be powered multiple ways, including the grid,
natural gas reciprocating engines or with low-emission turbines. Fully electric
components also include the new ExpressBlend™ blending system; a tech
command center (TCC); wireline; pump downs; and ancillary equipment, such as
location lighting and water transfer.

Reducing Fuel and Emissions Through Grid Power
Halliburton has been successfully running pumps directly off the grid since
2019. This low-carbon approach to fracturing enables operators to reduce
their diesel fuel cost to zero. Operators also save on third-party costs, as we
no longer require a diesel distribution system on location. The public benefits
as well, because electric fracturing minimizes the traffic associated with
diesel trucks running to and from location. The grid offers greater efficiency
by eliminating the need to move power-generation equipment from pad to
pad, while providing the lowest carbon footprint solution in the industry.
By powering an electric location through the grid, operators can also
significantly reduce overall emissions – including carbon dioxide (CO2),
nitrogen oxide (NOx) and methane (CH4) – by up to 45 percent when
compared to other fracturing operations.

HALLIBURTON ELECTRIC FLEET
From the pump to the wireline unit, the fleet is fully powered by electricity – removing engines, transmissions, and
radiators from location, resulting in less maintenance, longer equipment life, and less non-productive time (NPT).

Electric Pump
Zeus™ Electric
5,000-HHP
Pumping Unit

Electric Blender
ExpressBlend™ Fluid
Management System
Reaching 230 BPM

Electric Tech Command Center
Integrated Well Completions
(IWC) Unit

Electric E-Winch
Single-Line Rig-Up to Wellhead for
Maximum Efficiency and Safety
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ALL-ELECTRIC
SIMULTANEOUS
FRACTURING

ZEUS™ ELECTRIC PUMP

DELIVERING

5,000 HHP
CONSISTENTLY

AT 22 BPM
& 9,500 PSI

Halliburton introduces the new Zeus™ electric pump, the industry’s first
pumping unit capable of achieving sustained activity at 5,000 hydraulic
horsepower (HHP). Unlike other pumps that tout 5,000–7,000 HHP, but are
only able to run at a fraction of capacity at significantly lower rates, a Zeus
pump delivers the horsepower it says it can.
With its electric-based powertrain, the Zeus pump allows you to pump
higher rates with a smaller footprint – thus exceeding expectations on
what is possible with electric technology. It also allows for instant and
seamless rate changes without lag times during rate transitions. In addition
to eliminating NPT associated with diesel engines, transmissions, and
hydraulics, the Zeus pump increases safety by controlling rates more
accurately, especially during pressure testing.

ZEUS TM PUMPS

40,000 HHP
8 PUMPING
UNITS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

4,358 SQ FT

CONVENTIONAL PUMPS

ZEUSTM PUMPS
ACHIEVE 34%
SAVINGS IN
FOOTPRINT

40,000 HHP
20 PUMPING
UNITS
6,560 SQ FT

» Power Generation: Grid,
reciprocating engines, low
emission turbines
» Industry-leading pump design
» Zero gallons of diesel consumed
during pumping operations
» 34% less footprint compared to
conventional fracturing fleets
» Emissions reduced to levels
significantly below Tier 4 thresholds
» Eliminates NPT associated with
diesel engines, transmissions,
and hydraulics
» Seamless mid-job rate changes

MANIFOLD TRAILER
The Zeus electric pump comes paired with our newly designed large-bore, dual-manifold trailer. With the trend toward
higher treating rates, this system offers fewer failure points, faster rig-up operations, and higher rate capacities – reaching
up to 230 barrels per minute (BPM). This system is also built to perform and deliver the efficiency gains from simultaneous
fracturing operations, which allows operators to complete more lateral footage in the same amount of time compared to
current zipper-frac operations. Furthermore, the new manifold trailer comes with remotely actuated valves that improve the
efficiency of the operation, while eliminating personnel from the red zone.

» Immediate response, no lag
rate transitions
» 100% torque at zero revolutions
per minute (RPM)

» FEWER FAILURE POINTS
» FASTER RIG-UP
» HIGHER RATE
CAPACITY UP TO

230 BPM

ELECTRIC BLENDER

ELECTRIC WIRELINE UNIT

When you are pumping longer hours at higher rates, the use of conventional blenders can result in frequent
equipment maintenance and repair procedures. By delivering unprecedented performance and reliability during
these demanding operating conditions, the ExpressBlend™ fluid management system helps to reduce NPT and
improve completion efficiency.

Our Integrated Well Completions (IWC) unit is the only solution that combines
frac and wireline under one roof, and it is now fully electric. Co-locating frac
and wireline inside the Tech Command Center (TCC) eliminates the need for
a wireline truck and enhaces communications. The all-electric TCC paired with
our electric e-winch is the safest system in the industry and offers the smallest
footprint available when it comes to wireline.
The trailer-mounted electrically powered winch eliminates the logging truck,
and dependence upon a single diesel engine, to supplypower. It also reduces
environmental impacts from sound and spills, while eliminating NPT associated
with diesel engine failures.

» ZERO RECORDABLE
INCIDENTS TO DATE
» SMALLEST FOOTPRINT
AVAILABLE
» REDUCES NPT AND
IMPROVES COMPLETION
EFFICIENCY

This electrically powered conveyance system, which uses a direct-drive motor,
eliminates the need for failure-prone and hazardous chain drives and gearboxes
that can cause downtime related to surface equipment failures.
The electric IWC unit can be operated remotely with a handheld remote control
device or from a conventional winch panel located inside the TCC. This allows
operators to run the winch remotely while next to the ground crew and crane
operator – allowing personnel to perform essential tasks in full view of the
operation, and resulting in greater safety, improved communication, and higher
efficiency.
The system incorporates multiple high-definition cameras, providing a real-time
view of the winch drum and operation. This enables the flexibility to remotely
zoom and view discrete equipment across the wellsite, resulting
in enhanced capabilities and reduced HSE exposure.

SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE

» Fewest proppant transfer points in the industry, which
eliminates regulated dust emissions

» Maximum rate: 120 BPM

» Integrated operations center outside of pressure,
chemical, and proppant zones
» Full onsite/offsite remote control capability
» Simplified maintenance access
» Redundant systems
» Hammerless connections, which reduces the overall risk
of health, safety, or environmental (HSE) exposures
» Non-radioactive proppant concentration measurements
» Touchless additive bins

» Maximum sand rate: 175 ft³/min

Halliburton E-Winch

Standard Wireline Unit

Benefits

Trailer-mounted, electrically
powered winch

Emission-controlled, diesel-enginepowered logging truck

Eliminates logging truck, and dependence upon a single diesel engine, to
supply electric and hydraulic horsepower. Reduces environmental impacts
from sound and spills, and provides a smaller footprint. Eliminates NPT
associated with diesel engine failures.

Innovative drive-mechanism
operating winch

Hydraulic or chain-driven winch

Eliminates need for failure-prone and hazardous chain drives and gearboxes
that can cause downtime related to surface equipment failures.

Winch panel located
inside TCC

Winch panel located inside
logging truck

Single completions crew. Direct communication with frac personnel and
operator to improve overall frac operation, reduce risk, and increase efficiency.

Ability to operate
remotely with handheld
remote device

No remote operation capability,
resulting in limited view of operations
and reliance on hand signals and radios

Operator can run the winch remotely during critical rig-up/rig-down processes
in full view of operations and with direct communication to ground crew and
crane operator, resulting in greater safety and higher efficiency.

Closed-loop system

Maintenance-heavy, exposed
legacy system

Eliminates downtime related to surface equipment failures, along with risk
of hydraulic fluid leaks.

Automated wire spooling

Manual wire spooling

Improved conveyance reliability and improved safety.

High-definition,
fiber-optic cameras

No cameras

Provides real-time view of winch drum and operation, and enables flexibility
to remotely zoom and view discrete equipment across the wellsite – resulting
in enhanced capabilities and reduced HSE exposure.

» Gel addition maximum rate: 160 lb/min
» Split flow rates (clean/dirty): 60/60 BPM
» Flush redundancy rate and pressure:
60+ BPM and 55 psi

» Eliminated failure points – tub/tub level sensor and valve
» Gravity-fed dry friction reducers

Sales of Halliburton products and services will be in accord solely with the
terms and conditions contained in the contract between Halliburton and
the customer that is applicable to the sale.
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